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1. Which of these is not true of English in Nigeria?

     	--->> mother tongue

     	      lingua franca

     	      official language

     	      language of education

2. Language spread refers to

     	--->> dispersal of language

     	      multiplicity of language

     	      occupation of language

     	      teaching of language

3. Nigeria is a

     	      bilingual country

     	      monolingual country

     	      languageless country

     	--->> multilingual country

4. English as a second language can also be

     	      English as a mother tongue

     	      English as a pidgin

     	      English as creole

     	--->> English as a foreign language

5. English can be described as a

     	--->> global language
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     	      beautiful languae

     	      basic language

     	      powerful language

6. What is the language used by the government for the conduct of its day-to-day 
activities?

     	      English

     	--->> an official language

     	      an indigenous language

     	      a foreign language

7. A multilingual speaks

     	      one language

     	      two languages

     	--->> the mother tongue

     	      more than two languages

8. A possessor of a second language can be described as

     	      linguist

     	      speaker of English

     	--->> bilingual

     	      polyglot

9. In which of these countries is English not a second language?

     	      Nigeria

     	--->> England

     	      Ghana

     	      India

10. One of the effects of world-wide spread of English is
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     	      extinction of the language

     	      multiplicity of the language

     	--->> development of dialects

     	      national language question
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